Attachment D

Environmental Overlay Project
Alternative Approaches Summary – Part One
A - Consolidate Zones

B- Consolidate WQRA into HCA

Alternative A.1:
A.1: Full consolidation. Convert the
Pleasant Valley Environmentally Sensitive
Restoration Area (ESRA) District and the
Springwater Environmentally Sensitive Resource
Area (ESRA) District into the Habitat
Conservation Area (HCA) Development Code
section; then retain and amend the HCA code.

Alternative B: Consolidate the WQRA into HCA.
Consolidate the Water Quality Resource Area
(WQRA) Development Code into the HCA
Development Code section as “HCA High
Value”.

Alternative A.2:
A.2: “Partial” consolidation (ESRA
(ESRAESRA-PV
and ESRAESRA-SW).
SW). Consolidate the Pleasant Valley
Environmentally Sensitive Restoration Area
District and the Springwater Environmentally
Sensitive Resource Area District into a single
overlay zone.

Approach Under Consideration
Alternative A.1:
A.1: Full consolidation into HCA with
explicit protections for ESRA-PV and ESRA-SW.

EOP Planning Commission

C-Density Transfer
Alternative C.1:
C.1: OnOn-Site Density Transfer.
Transfer.
Maintain the current on-site density
transfer requirements between the ESRAs
(Pleasant Valley and Springwater) and the
Habitat Conservation Areas).

Alternative C.2:
C.2: OffOff-Site Density Transfer.
Transfer.
Allow developers to transfer development
rights off-site between the ESRAs (Pleasant
Valley and Springwater) and the Habitat
Conservation Areas).

Approach Under Consideration

Approach Under Consideration

Alternative B: Consolidate the WQRA into HCA Alternative C.1:
C.1: On-Site Density Transfer
with WQRA designated as HCA High value.
with limits for transfer to HCA and
expanded transfer options for ESRAs.
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Environmental Overlay Project
Alternative Approaches Summary – Part Two
D-Temporary Disturbance
Areas

E-Tree Survey

F-Mitigation Program

G-Field Verification Process

Alternative D.1: Retain the current HCA
approach to disturbance areas and apply
to ESRAs as well. Do not require 2:1
mitigation for temporary disturbance
areas in ESRAs (this approach is also
similar to the City of Milwaukie).

Alternative E.1: Retain the current HCA
approach and apply to ESRAs as well, but
reduce the amount of area that triggers a
detailed tree survey from one acre to one-half
acre. For properties with more than one-half
acre of HCA or ESRA, the applicant may
approximate the number of trees and the
diameter range, and provide a listing of the
dominant species.

Alternative F.1: Retain the current system of
regulations and procedures as described
above for ESRAs including the mitigation ratio
of 2:1 ratio of mitigation area to proposed
disturbance area, and apply this approach
consistently to both ESRAs and HCAs.

Alternative G.1:
G.1: No Field Verification Requirement.
Applicants would not be required to field verify
the location of the environmental protection
zone on their property. The boundary of the
environmental zone, as mapped by the City,
would be used to evaluate compliance with the
applicable sections of the Development Code.

Alternative H.1: Retain the current
system of reviews and procedures as
described in the Alternatives Analysis
Part Two report, including variation
between ESRAs and HCA.

Alternative D.2: Define temporary
disturbance areas and allow additional
areas of temporary disturbance with
required restoration (this approach
similar to the City of Portland).

Alternative E.2: Require detailed tree survey
information only for those trees within 50
feet of the disturbance area. Other trees
within the HCA and ESRA can be shown
individually or shown as drip line with an
indication of species type or types. (Similar to
Wilsonville and Portland but with the addition
of a 50-foot buffer)

Alternative F.2: Retain the current system of
regulations and procedures as described
above for HCA (i.e., no 2:1 ratio, more options
for alternative mitigation), and apply this
approach consistently to both ESRAs and
HCAs.

Alternative G.2:
G.2: Applicants would be required to
field verify the location of the environmental
zone when development is proposed within a
specified distance of the environmental zone, as
mapped by the City. It would be the landowner’s
responsibility to verify the actual location of the
environmental protection zone boundaries.

Alternative H.2: Establish a new system
as summarized in the table in the
Alternatives Analysis Part Two report,
which would be applied in all three
zones.

Alternative F.3: Move the details of the
mitigation requirements into a “shared”
guidance document that is relied on by all
three zones. This alternative could work with
either Alternative 2 or Alternative 3. (The
strengths and weaknesses of this alternative
should be discussed with the City Attorney).

Alternative G.3:
G.3: Full Site Field Verification
Required. Applicants would be required to field
verify the location of the environmental zone on
a development site when environmental zones
are mapped within 200 feet of the development
site. The City (or its designee) would determine if
regulated natural resources are likely to occur on
the site. It would be the landowner’s
responsibility to verify the actual location of the
environmental protection zone boundaries.

Approach Under
Consideration
Alternative D.1,
D.1,2
1,2 Hybrid:
Hybrid: Define
temporary disturbance areas and allow
additional areas of temporary
disturbance for shrubs and trees of a
certain size and location; with required
restoration.

EOP Planning Commission

Approach Under Consideration

Approach Under Consideration

Approach Under Consideration

Alternative E.2 Modified:
Modified: Require detailed tree
survey information only for those trees within
disturbance area and 50 feet beyond the
location of identified trees (that 50 feet to
encompass critical root zone of trees of a
“trigger-size” yet to be determined.

Alternative F.3 Modified:
odified: Develop new
mitigation criteria detailed in a shared
guidance document with a combination of
prescriptive and alternative standards
outlined in Alt. F.1 and F. 2 above; which
would vary by parcel size.

Alternative G.1.2.3 Hybrid:
Hybrid: Require applicants to
field verify certain elements only when evidence
shows unmapped or mis-mapped resources occur
on the development site. Landowner’s to verify
environmental buffer boundaries on the parcel in
certain circumstances. Procedures will be
developed for landowners to correct
environmental zones on their property.
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H-Map Update Process

Approach Under
Consideration
Alternative H.2: Establish a new system
as summarized in the table in the
Alternatives Analysis Part Two report,
which would be applied in all three
zones. Consider removing timeframe
provisions, related to city initiated map
updates, out of the new process.
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Environmental Overlay Project
Alternative Approaches Summary – Part Three
1 – Retain existing GIS model and inputs
This alternative represents a “base case” or “no change” alternative.
Under Alternative 1, the City of Gresham would not change the
mapped extent or methodology of the ESRA-PV, ESRA-SW or HCA
zones. Additionally, the GIS model inputs will be different for all three
zones and the current GIS mapping process would remain the same.
The Alternatives Analysis Report – Part Three, includes and an
explanation of the current methodology and mapping for each zone
as well as some of the issues specific to each zone.

2 – Establish Resource Boundaries Based on
Average Distances from Stream Centerline

3 – Establish Resource Boundaries based on Metro HCA
Methodology

This alternative is intended to simplify the GIS model and
mapping process by “distilling” the various riparian layers
described in Alternative 1, above, into an average distance from
the stream centerline with the goal of maintaining the degree of
resource protection currently provided.

Under this alternative, within the ESRA areas all of the categories in the Metro inventory
methodology (see table below) were evaluated to identify boundaries which
approximate the current ESRA boundaries. Within the existing HCA the only change was
to update the stream and floodplain data with the latest available information.
Metro Natural Resource Categories

The average “buffer width” represents the riparian corridor.
Wetlands, floodplain, and upland habitat areas (ESRA-PV and
ESRA-SW districts only) are retained as separate GIS model
layers.

The GIS model inputs currently used for ESRA-PV and ESRA-SW, include:
ESRA-Pleasant Valley (ESRA-PV) GIS Model Inputs
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Streams
Wetlands
Vegetation
Flood area
Developed floodplain
Steep slopes
Stream meander zones
Sensitive species sitings

•
•
•
•
•
•

Category
Riparian Corridors / Wildlife
Habitat Class I
Riparian Corridors / Wildlife
Habitat Class II
Riparian Corridors Class III
Upland Wildlife habitat class A

Concept plan boundary
Fish presence
Fish barriers
Fish habitat rating
Subarea wildlife habitat
rating
Wildlife habitat corridor

Upland Wildlife habitat class B
Upland Wildlife habitat class C
Aquatic Impact Areas

Upland Impact Areas

Criteria
Areas support 3 or more riparian functions
areas supporting 1 or 2 primary riparian functions
Areas supporting only secondary riparian functions outside
wildlife areas
Areas with secondary riparian value that have high value for
wildlife habitat
Areas with secondary riparian value that have medium value
for wildlife habitat
Areas with secondary riparian value that have low value for
wildlife habitat
Areas within 150 of streams, river, lakes, or wetlands that are
not considered regionally significant resources but could have
some adverse impacts.
Areas within 25 feet of any regionally significant resources
except riparian class III. Could adversely affect resource

ESRA-Springwater (ESRA-SW) GIS Model Inputs
•
•
•
•

Stream channels
Riparian zones
Wetland areas
Vegetation patches

EOP Planning Commission

•
•
•

Slope stability
Culverts and bridge
locations
Land use determination
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Environmental Overlay Project
Alternative Approaches Summary – Part Three
COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVES

Desired Attributes

Alternative 1: No Change

Alternative 2: Average Buffer Distances

Alternative 3: HCA Methodology

Provides a level of protection
similar to today’s regulations

Yes

Provides a similar level of protection, though will be different in places due to
updated streams and more generalized protection boundaries. These
differences may be difficult to explain in specific instances

Likely to provide a similar level of protection, but has
the possibility of being the most different from
today out of the alternatives

Easily updated with new LiDAR
stream data

Unable to incorporate new, more accurate
stream data. Some streams may not be protected
due to map error

Fairly easy to update with new LiDAR data, once averages and classifications
for a given stream segment are established

Fairly easy to update with new LiDAR data - it
requires running all components of the model

Easily
Easily updated with additional
new data (e.g. updated
floodplains, new resource
delineations)

Unable to incorporate expected changes to FEMA
floodplains or additional new data

A separate methodology is required for incorporating other data, since the
average is based on stream centerline

Fairly easy to update with other new data - it
requires running all components of the model

Easily field verifiable

Difficult to verify in the field

Easily verified in the field, as lengths are measured from stream centerline

Supported by ESEE Analysis

Yes

Indirectly, but supplemental ESEE analysis may be required

Based on clear inputs that are
wellwell-documented
Easily explained by planning
staff

Not based on clear inputs, potentially erroneous
documentation

Average widths are built on the assumptions in Alternative 1

No, very unclear

Straightforward to explain, but may not clear why a distance from centerline is
appropriate in a given location

Less defensible

Less defensible, though there are few judgment calls to be made once
methodology is established

Legal defensibility

Corrects various “donut holes”
and other odd features of
Does not correct any GIS errors
current boundary
Resolves ESRAESRA-PV geometries in
relationship to Portland's
No
ESRA's
Support of Regulatory
Metro approved at time of adoption
Bodies/Other Jurisdictions

EOP Planning Commission

May potentially correct errors by smoothing the shape of the area protected,
but may introduce new errors for the same reason

Challenging to verify in the field, although terms are
better defined than in ESRAs
Yes (Metro ESEE), but supplemental ESEE analysis
may be required
Based on fairly clear inputs that are welldocumented
Somewhat challenging
More defensible, though the HCA Methodology does
contain some judgement calls in classification of
inputs
May potentially correct errors, but may introduce
new ones with a new “patch analysis” of vegetated
cover

No

Potentially

Metro generally supportive

Metro generally supportive, and can provide
resources to assist in the model run
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